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In this lecture, a limited introduction of gauge invariance in phase-space is provided,
predicated on canonical transformations in quantum phase-space. Exact characteristic tra-

jectories are a[so specified for the time-propagating Wigner phase-space distribution function:
they are especially simple-indeed, classical—for the quantized simple harmonic oscillator.
This serves as the underpinning of the field theoretic Wigner functional formulation intr~-”
cluced. Scalar field theory is thus reformulated in terms of distributions in field phase-space. d
This is a pedagogic.zd selection from work published in 1,’ 2), reported at the Yukawa Institute ~
Workshop “Gauge Theory and Integrable Models”, 26-29 January, 1999.

$1. Introduction

The third complete autonomous formulation of Quantum Mechanics, distinc
Q

from conventional Hilbert space or path-integral quantization, is based on Wigner’s
phase-s pa,ce distribution function (WF), which is a special representation of the den- 02

sity matrix 3}’4). In this formulation, known as deformation quantization 51, expec- =4
[a.t,ioll values are computed by integrating mere c-number functions in phase-space, -
I he VYF serving as a, clistribution measure. Such phase-space functions multiply each
(JI II(II t II rou:h the pivota,l + product 6,, which encodes the noncom mutative essence of

quantization. The key principle underlying this quantization is the A-product’s oper-
a tiona.1 isomorphisrn 5, to the conventional Heisenberg operator algebra of quantum

ltl(’(’l\illliCS.
IMOU’, we address gauge invariance in phase-space through canonical trans-

fer nlation to and from free systems. Further, we employ the +unitary evolution
operator, a “*-exponential”, to specify the time propagation of Wigner phase-space
(listrib~ltion functions. The answer is known to be remarkably simple for the har-
I]lonic oscillator Wl?, and consists of classical rigid rotation in phase-space for the full

q [~a.]ltum system. It serves as the underpinning of the generalization to field theory
!VC{ol]sider, in which the dyna]nics is specified through the evolution of c-number

{Iisl ril)tll ions ol~ field phase-space. We start bv illustrating the basic concepts in 2cl
l)l}i]s(’-spiic~. wit,hollt loss of gene~ality; then, in generalizing to field theory: we make
{I!(I 1I’i]llsiliol] to i]l(illit.(>-(litllc’[lsiolla.l phase-space.
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Wigner fllnct.ions aredefitied by

(11)

Even though they amount to spatial a{lto-correlation functions of %11rtidi[lger \ravI’-
functions t.h, they can be determined without reference to such wavefu[lct,ioiis, ill
a logically autonomous structure. For instance, when the wavefunction is all e[i-
ergy (E) eigeufunction! the corresponding WF is time-i uclepenclent ancl satisfies the

two-sidecl energy *-genvalue equations ‘j’ 2),

H*j=,f*H=EJ, (12)

where * is the essentially unique associative deformation of ordinary products 011

phase-space.

(13)

It is an exponentiation of the Poisson Bracket (PB) kernel, introduced by C{roe-
newold 6, and developed in two important papers’). Since it involves exponential of

derivative operators, it may be evaluated in practice through translation of function

arguments! ~(z, P) *g(z, p) = .f($ + ~ ~P. p – ~ ~z) g(x, p), to yield pseudodiffer-
ential equations.

These WFS are real. They are bounded by the Schwarz inequality 8} to –2/h <
f < 2/h. They can go negative, and, indeed, they do for all but Gaussian configura-

tions, negative values being a ready hallmark of interference. Thus, strictly speaking,
they are not probability distributions 3,. However, upon integration over x or lJ, they
yield marginal probability densities in p and ~-space, respectively. They can also be
shown to be orthonormal 7)>2,. Unlike in Hilbert space quantum mechanics. naive

superposition of solutions of the above does not hold, by virtue of Takabayashi>s 9).8)

fundamental nonlinear projection condition ~* f = f/h.
Anyone beyond the proverbial jaded sophisticate shoulcl value the ready intu-

ition on the shape of the WF based on the shape of the underlying configuration
@(x). Fix a point ZO, and reflect @(z) around it, Y(zO+ (x - XO)) N @(:uo-(Z - .vo)).

Then, overlap this with the starting configuration ~(x), to survey where the over-
lap vanishes, and where it is substantial, thereby obtaining a. qualitative pict ii re of

the support of the WF at Zo. Thus, eg, it is evident by inspection that tfle IJ”F
f (x, p) vanishes outside the absolute outer limits of support of the underlying ti,(.t).

However, a bimodal ~(z) (one consisting of two separated bu[t~ps) will e~idently

yie~d ~(x. p) with nonvanishing support (“interference”) in the interme<fiate region
between the two bumps in ~(x), even though qb(x) itself vanishes theue.

$2. Gauge Systems

While the question of adapting the WF formalism to gauge s.vstcms has I>eell
10)~ ~L1ldinteresting proposals haveaddressed in the literatu re 1)(X11nlade af)oll t ac-

11) ~~lc, pr{)l)l(llll llilScommodating nontrivial configurations. involvi]lg Berry’s pllasc .
still not been settled in its [(1I1 generality. Here, the str:ligl~l~orlv;l.r(l solilf ion for



(2.6)

(2.7)

g: IIIg(’ va. ri;t l.io II Iitliitt’cl to a fttrrclv 2(I [Jll:is(’-slj:ic(’ will lx> pmvide(l. I)j’ callouicat

IIl;il)l)illg II) a frw Il;l[llill,olii;lil. ‘1’l]is soliI tion does not cover the nlore interesting

l~}[xJlf~giCilll\ [io[ttrivi;d sitliatiofis whiclt arise ill Iiigher Clilnensions} and which still
I;lll:llihll ill ;Illll)igllit)’.

I;or fiotat,ioflal siftlpticity, t,alie A = 1 ill this sectiou. The area element in phase-
SIX1(Cis preserved by fmnonkul trcln.9jbr?natio17,s

($, p)+’ (x(x, p), P(z,p)) , (2.1)

tvhich yield trivial .Jacobia,ns (dXdP = dzdp {X, P}) by preserving the PBs;

(2.2)

“1’lIey thus preserve the “canonical invariants” of their functions, {X, P}ZP = 1, hence

{r, p}.YP = 1. Equivalently,

{Z, p} = {x, P}, (2.3)

in any basis. NIotion being a canonical transformation, Hamilton’s classical equations

of motion are preserved, for %(X, P) s H (z, p), as well 121. What happens upon
qua.ntization?

Since, in deformation quantization, the hamiltonian is a c-number function, and
so transforms ‘“classically”, %(-Y, P) ~ ll(x, p), the effects of a canonical transforma-

tion on the q uant urn theory will be carried by a “covariantly” transformed Wigner
j’(It)~tio/}. not the classical transform of it that is frequently demonstrated to be un-
Ivorkable in the literature. Naturally, the answer can be deduced’) from Dirac’s

(Iiiantum transformation theory.

C?nsider the classical canonical transformations specified by an arbitrary gen-
erating function F(z, X):

8F(x, X)
P= ~x ,

~ = _8F(z, X)

ax “ (2.4)

Following Dirac’s celebrated exponentiation 13) of such a generator, Scrodinger’s en-

~r~y eigenfu net.ions transform canonically through a generalization of the “representation-

cllaltgi[lg” Fourier transform. Namely,

‘[’h(Is. the pair of Wigner functions in the respective canonical

(2.5)

variables, j(z, p) and

r

Y_(X, P) = &JdY’ i7*(.Y – ~)e-iyp!P(X + ~),

,[(,/:. p) = / dl- )“(1P‘r(.l, p; .!’, 1’) X(+Y! P)



(2.8)

Now consider the succession of two canonical transformations with generatin:
[z) useful for generating all other CIZE+WSOfGLllOll-functionals FL and F.., respectively ,

ical transformations,

(Z!,p) H (X.P) + (y, m). (-29)

By inspection of (2.7,2+3), it follows that the corresponding transformation fu l~c-
tional ‘T(z, p; ,X,?r) is

n~,nx, ~) = [ dxrw fi(x, p; x, F’) fi(x, F’; x, m)
.1

(2.10)
= IN1N,12

(2rr)’ /
clXdPdYdydwdW exp(–iyp + iYP – iwP + iWG

-'iF; (3-; ,x-:) +iF1(z+; ,.x-+;)-iF; (x--; ,x-7) +iF2(.Y+; ,x+:)):

and, performing the trivial P, whence w integrations,

_ IN12
J

– — dydW exp
2?r ( )

–iyp+m’m–iF*(z– ;,x–:)+~F(z+ ;,x+ ~) >

where the effective generator F is specified by Dirac’s integral expression:

.
exp(iF[z, x)) =] dX exp (iF’l(z, X) + iF2(X, x)) . (2.11)

The classical result for the concatenation of two canonical transformations would re-
quire that the exponent of the integrand does not depend on X, so that the momenta.
P at the intermediate phase space point coincide. Instead, quantum mechanically,

Dirac’s celebrated result dictates integration over all intermediate points, as seen.
A succession of several intermediate points (Xi, ~~) integrated over nat u rally

generalizes to entire paths of canonical transformations; their effective generators en-

tering in (2-8) are given by the usual Dirac path integral expressions generalizing the
above. For motion, all generators are the same fu nctiol~.

F = S(X = z(ti),~l” = Z(tf)), the action increment. Thus, the generalizat.ion
yields the familiar Dirac/Feynman functional integral propagator. Consecl ucntl.v.
each wavefunction in (2$) propagates independently l>y its respective Fe~nl]l:]l] ef-
fective action.

Finally, consider the canonical tr~~llsforlll:~t,io[l from the [ree l~i~ttiiltol]ii~[l H =

p2/2n? to the one for a minimally coupled particle ill a “[l]agnetic>’ field. ‘H = (ZC–
e.4(\))z/2m. in one space dimension. [n the for[llalist]l ol]lli[lwl. this is (’ll”fvl{’{111~

a succession of two canonical transformations+



5

(2.13)

‘1’lIus, the ~[[fge-il]va.ria.[lt eigenfunction @ of the free harniltonia.n transforms to the
~j{l{l~jr-rfl)ifl.nf oige[lf[[]]ction V of the EM hamiltonia,n,

llPNce. the tm nsforma.tion functional (2”S) reduces to

~(‘T(.r. /J: .%-. P) = + dl’’exp –il-(p – F’) – ie
/

z+ Y/2

)

ckA(z) 6(x–X). (2.15)
x– I’-/2

As a resl]lt., rhe free-particle WF canonically transforms to the ym~ye-inuariant
(~11(1 for a particle in tl~e presence of a, vecto~ potential, already considered by 1“) (with

h reinstated for completeness):

Of course, this gauge-invariant WF is controlled by the Moyal equation (detailed in
the next section) driven by the free H, not %, which controls % instead.

The above discussion is only a starting point of setting up gauge invariance in

phase space. By contrast to this discussion, in more than one space dimensions,
111(’Iine integral of the vector potential is ambiguous, and straight paths from every

poi]lt z to all endpoints (involving y, integrated over) are inequivalent, in general,

Io alternate paths in nontrivial field settings. One should then not expect these
problelns to be canonically equivalent to free ones. The motivated reader is referred

to Pati 1’).

53. Time Evolution

‘~iIne-dependence for WFS was succinctly specified as flows in phase-space by
!vlo.va] t hrough the commutator bracket 4, bearing his name,

‘1’l\is [urns out, LO be the essentially unique associative generalization 14) of the PB,

to w[lich it reduces as h + O, yielding LiouviIle’s theorem of classical mechanics,

i~l,f+ {f. H} =0 “) .
For the evolution of the fundamental phase-space variables z and p, time evo-

I[ition is simply the convective part of Moya\’s equation, so the apparent sign is

“~ ‘[’I)( ( Ilitst.ion was ilSli~Cl at tIlctalkwhat ~enedizcs (he +- proclllct when rechnclant variables

1 i for Dim: i3rarkcts ( D13); b[It it. has Ilot lMeII answcvwl. Eg-, on a hypersphere S“,:11’(,/N”(w~lll.. Il(lt.a ) y

II’ I lt(, IY(IIIIKIAIII. varial>l(:> ar[, clinii[]at.e(t, one deals with sinl[~le coor(]inat.c cl Ianges for PB, as usual.



IX’V(}13WI, while the klc)y:),l Brack(>t, a(:tllally 1“[:{1IIi’(w tO tll(> P13. ‘1’llil,l,is, t,ll(~ li-
(Ie[)(!l!d(’[l(:(! (1U13pS out, ik[ld t,ll(W! Vil.Uiii,bl(k5, ill (act. evolve si[llply I}y tlId chI.s.5ifYIl
[-[amilton’s equations of nlotion, i = tif,[~, j = –i~,,.f-~.

What is the time-evolution of a WF like’.’ This is the first c~llestio(] answered
through the isomorphism’) of *-mllltipli(:~~t,io~l associative combinatorics to the par-

allel algebraic manipulations of quantum mechanical operators. which are fall] iliar.
Eqn (3.1) can be solved for the time-trajectories of the Wl?, which tu~ll out to be

notably simple. By virtue of the x-unitary evolution operator, a “*-exponential .., .5)

u*(z, p;t) = e*
(it/h)zztH/fi~ l+(jt/h)~(@+~

H*H+(’’::)’ H*H*H+..., (32j

the time-evolved Wigner function is obtainable formally in terms of the Wigner

function at t = O through associative combinatorics operations completely analogous

to the conventional formulation of quantum mechanics of operators in Hilbert space.

Specifically,

f(%, p;t) = u*-l($, P;t)*f(~, P;o) *u*(~,p;~). (33)

As indicated, the dynamical variables evolve classically,

and
dp p+&H*p__aH

z= iii-z”
(3.5)

Consequently, by associativity, the quantum evolution,

z(t) = u**x*LT*–l, (34)

p(t) = u**p*u*-1, (37)

turns out to flow along classical trajectories.

What can be said about this formal time-evolution expression? If the YVF can

be written as a A-function, ie a sum of x-products of the phase-space variables,
then associativity will permit application of the above A-similarity transformation

throughout the WFS.
Any ~VF in phase-space, upon Fourier transformation resolves to

f (x, p) = /clcdb j(a, b) eiuzeibP. (38)

But if, instead, the redundant variables are retained, subject to the constraint 1: +x: +.I:? +... +x~, =

1, and hence XOPO+ XIP1 + Z2P2 + + x~p,, = O, the PBs are supplanted by the 13R sllital~~eto
this isospin hypersphere ‘5) ,

The kernel realizing these brackets is

All exponentiation assignments of this kernel examined so far have not yiekied an associative Itlo(l-

ifkation of the *-product. For a di[faent approach, sw +\lltonsen
lG)

.
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Ilo\v(’\”(’1”, II(JI t’ ILll:ll oxlx]rlclltials of ill(lividllal l’[llt(ljiolls of x and p are also *-
(Iximnclltials 01”l,lle s:l,llle fllnct, ions, or *-version,s of these functions, since the *-

lJIo{l(Iut trivializes ill tllc abseuce ofacollj[lgatevari~~t)le, so that

!loreO\ler, this is proportional to a *-product, since

(3.10)

( ‘onseqllent,ly. any \’Vigner function can be written as

f(x, p) = ~dadb ~(a, b) eifiab/2 e$x xe~bp. (3.11)

It follows then, that, by insertion of U* A U*–l pairs at every A-multiplicationl in

——
/

daclb j(a, b) eifiab’2 ePX(–t) x ejbp(–t). (3.12)

l.~nfort unateiy, in general. the above steps cannot be simply reversed to yield

a n integrancl of the form ~(a, b) ei~x(–~~ei~~(–t~. But, in some limited fortuitous

circumst antes, they can, and in this case the evolution of the Wigner function reduces
to merely backward evolution of its arguments z, p along classical trajectories, whiIe
its fu net ional form itself remains unchanged:

f(x, p;t) = f ($(-t), p(-t);o) . (3.13)

To illustrate this, consider the simple linear harmonic oscillator (taking m = 1,

11 is easily seen that

ii[]d tll us the canonical variables indeecl evolve classically:

‘1’llisalso clIccl;s against, l,he explicitly evaluated *-exponential for tile SIHO 5), eUH’h =
- c’xp(2/’ tall(t/2)H/h).

XOIY. recall t.lj(+(l(~~(+l]t>ri]t~ ml Ilctjon of t,he B~ll;er-C:~l]l]>l~ell-FIausdorff combi-

!]at orio idel~tity for any two operators with m72stmt commutator with respect to



/

s (.! h’h.~ [Iltd “1’ (.!ill’h”if]})t

at),v associative nlllltji [)lit:ilt,ion, !Jlius ~or any pliascslmce Fllrlctiolls < atltl )) IItI(l(’r

*-~llliltiplicatioll. [f
f* ’1]–7/*<=c, (:1.17)

then,
~: * ~: = ~(+~ &

. (:;.1s)

Application of this identity as well as (3.10) and (3.9) yields directly

Z&q-t)
ek

ibp(–t)eifiab/2 _ i(acost+bsin t)z+i(bcost-a sint)p
* ee — e*

i(acost+bsint)x
= f3*

i(bcost-a sint)peifi(u cost+ bsint)(b cost -asirlt)/2
* e*

i(acost+b sint)zej(bcost–a sint)p
= e~
= ez’(a cost+bsin t)z ~i(bcos t–a sin t)p (:319)

Consequently,

~(z, p; t) = Jdadb j(a, b) eiaX(-t)eibP(-t), (320)

and hence the reverse convective flow (3.13) indeed obtains for the SHO.

The result for the SHO is the preservation of the functional form of the Wigner
distribution function along classical phase-space trajectories:

~(2, p;t)=~(z cost -psint, pcost+8sint; O). (3.21)

What this means is that any Wigner distribution rotates uniformly on the phase

plane around the origin, essentially classically, even though it provides a complete
quantum mechanical description.



!Nil, t, f{ I“il,t Ijf, t It is rigid rota,t,ion i n phase-spxw [} rcserv(>s 2LlTilSt a.[ld t h [[S ifIIlst,rates

I II(’ 111)(”(’~tilillt~ principle. By contrast,, in ~en{~ral, in the conventional fortnula,tion
01”(I(lil,lltlllll nlw.-hanics. this reslilt is deprivvd of il]tuitive import, or, at the very
IPast. sin] plicitv: upon integration in z (or p) to yield usual probability densities, the
rotation il]d uces apparent, complicated shape variations of the oscillating probability
~l{~llsiI.j l)IWfi ICI. SIICII w wa,vepa.cket, spreading (as eviclent in the shadow projections

(JI~ ll]e J; and p iLXl?S of the figure). only when (as is the case for coheyent states 17))

a \~igl]er [“IIIict,ion con fjgu ration has an additionrll axial ,Z – p symmetry around.
its own center, will it possess an invariant profile upon this rotation, and hence a
sl]i~~)~:-il~~lari:][~toscillating probability density. (In the figure, a rectangle is taken

[o represplit a generic configuration, and a small circle to represent such a coherent

state. )
‘The result, (3.21), of course, is not new. It was clearly recognized by Wigner 18).

It follows directly from (3.1) for (3.14) that

The characteristics of this partial differential equation correspond to the above uni-

}br!]t rotation in phase space, so it is easily seen to be solved by (3.21). The result
191 following different derivations.was given explicitly in’) and also , Lesche 20}, has

also reached this result in an elegant fifth derivation, by noting that for quadratic
Ha]miltonians such as this one, the linear rotation of the dynamical variables (3.16)
leaves the symplectic quadratic form invariant, and thus the *-product invariant.
That is, the gradients in the A-product may also be taken to be with respect to the
time-evolved canonical variables (3.16), X and P; hence, after inserting U* A U;l in

the *-functional form of ~, the *-products may be taken to be with respect to X and

P, and the functional form of ~ is preserved, (3.13). This only holds for quadratic
[-la.llliltollia.]ls.

Dirac’s interaction representation may then be based on this property, for a
gelleua,l Ha,nli]tollian consistingof a basic SHO part, 270 = (p2 + X2)/2, supplemented

by an interaction part,

H= HO+ HI. (3.23)

.Nol.v, (Ipon defining
itHo/fi

w=ek
–itHo /li*f*e~ > (3.24)

it follotvs that Moyzd’s evolution equation reads,

itl)ojh.\rllel”(’‘If[ E (-x
-,tlJ()/h

* LY[ * e. Expressing HI as a *-function leads to a simpii-

[iCi\t.iOll.
[II ter~~ls of the convective variables (3.16), X, P, ?fI(z, p) = H1(X, P), and

~~.(.r,p: t) = f(X. P; t), while * may refer to these convective variables as well. !?inally,
(.llell,

ih; f(xj P; t) = H[(X1 P) * f(X, P; t) – f(X, P;/) * HI(X, P). (3.26)



. .

A

I() c ~Wh Wd ‘j ( ‘lll”tl’’ifJ/),[

[n the uniformly rotating franle of tllc convective variables. the W[: tit]lt’-vvolv(’s

according to the interaction Hal\~ilt(] lli:tll —tvlli[t~, for vanishil]g itltemcl,io]l I lillllilk)-

nian, ~(.k-, P; t) is constant and yielck (3.2 1). Below, in ,gelleraiizing to field tlleouy,
this provides the basis of the interaction picture of perturbation theory. whew tile
canonical fields evolve classically as above “).

54. Scalar Field Theory in Phase Space

To produce Wigner functional in scalar field theory, one may start from the
standard, noncovariant, formulation of field theory in 1-Iilbert space, in terms of

Schrodinger wave-functionals.

For a free field Hamiltonian, the energy eigen-functionals are Cjaussiall ill for[]l.
For instance, without loss of generality, in two dimensions (x is a spatial coorciinate,

and t = O in all fields), the ground state functional is

( ,,@’$(*)d=4(.)).@[@]= exp –~ (4.1)

Boundary conditions are assumed such that the ,/~ kernel in the exponent is

naively self-adjoint. “Integrating by
derivation 6# (~) /6~ (z) = 6 (,z – z)

~v[d] =
h 6# (Z)

v .

parts” one of the ~~ kernels, functional
then leads to

- (-$$(~))~[$$1
(+2)

Note that the divergent zero-point energy density,

G=; Jyz@%(@ (44)

may be handled rigorously using c-function regularization.

Leaving this zero-point energy present leads to the standard energy eigenvall!e
equation, again through integration by parts,

1H02 -?i2 ‘2i ~ +4 (z) (?7ZZ–r.$fib(z) )v:) $b(3) !J[qJ]= -/304[+]. (+j)

.4 natural adaptation to the corresponding Wigner functional is the followillg.
For a functional measure [dq/2m] = ~1, dr) (x) /2m, one obtail~s

●) One may note alternate discussions “J!1,16) of fielci tileoreti~ i~]ter;}clicjn re])~(!S(t[)[.tkl.io!lS iii

phase-space, which do not appear coincident with the one to be presented here.



\vlIoIxI r(.1:) is to be IIIIderstood as the local field variable cauonic.a.lly conjugate
1{) 60(./”). Ilo\Y(’ver. ill this expression, both @ amd T are ckssical variables, not
IJl}{II’;IItjI-V;I,lII(~<l {iclcis, ii) full analogy to the pllase-spa.ce quant,l[m mechanics already
tIiw IIssd.

1<’t)r{,llf’f;;l.[lssi:][l gro[][icl-st,ate tvi~vefullc,tiolli]l, this evaluates to

(4.7)

so

( Jd. ((wd=%+))+ (w (F--=Jh)))H“[o.7T]=.\’exp –:

(4$)

where ,!N’is a normalization factor. It is the expected collection of harmonic oscilla-

tors.
This Wigner functional is, of course 2), an energy *-g unfunctional, also checked

direct ly. For

a IId 1 11(-’ predict a hle i nfi nite climensional phase-space generalization%]

(4.10)

it follows that

HO* W =

1 ((

d;r 2
——

T
~(.z). Lg_

2 (’@(x)‘)( , &) (“22-V:) (@(’)+;&j “-[0’1+ ~(z)+~
))

– E’{)1’1’-[0. T] .—

‘1’liis is iiideed the g-round-state Wigner energy-*-genfunctional. “The *-genvalue is
il~i)i II l!tc zero-point energy, which could have been uemoved by point-splitting the en-
f~t.~y(lellsil~, as il]dical,ed earlier. ‘[here does Ilot seetn to be a simple point-splitting

(4.1 1)

“’ l/([; 111 I 11>1[.1 is rloW :; Ial,(llil,g l)illiilll(!t~l, r)ot a I)tms(--sl) ace variable



proceduw that rcgularizw t,hestar prodlic.t, w definc~(l :\,lXJVC aIId also pMW~rvIw ;Is-
scxiativit,y.

As in the case of’ the sl-10 cliscusse(f af)ove, free- fie[cf l,ill)e-evo([[ t,ioll f’or W’igl)er

functionais is also efFected by Dirac de[ta, flinctiona,ls whose SUP~OI’t lies oil tllc

classical fielcl time evolution equations. Fielcls evolve according to the equatio]ls,

–ih~t~=fI*qj-4*~1, –ihd~?r = H*T – 7r*H. (-[12)

For Ho, these equations are the cIassical evofution equations for free fields,

a@(2!, t) = 7r(2, t) , dtn(x, t) = - (mz – V:) #(z, t). (-4.13)

Formally, the solutions are represented as

(m)$(xo)+sin(,m) J+.(,O)#(x, t) = Cos t

(414)

m(z,t) = –sin
~-) w~($o)+cos~m)~($o)

(41.5)
From these, it follows by the functional chain rule that

/(

~

((
6

(LZ 7r(Z,o) . ~z – v:) @($}@ JT (2,0)
b~(z, o) – )

H (7= (ix ~ (x,~) &#(z, ~) – ((~2- W)dm) &J (416)

for any time t.

Consider the free-field Moya] evolution equation for a generic (not necessarily
energy-*-genfunctional) WF, corresponding to (3.22),

/( 6
‘ dtW-=– dx T(z)—

(50 (z) ‘)-@(2) (m2 - V:) * W. (417)

The solution is an infinite-dimensional version of (3.13),

w[g5,7f;t]=kv[@ (-t),7r(-t); o]. (418)

Adapting the method of characteristics for first-order ec~uation. to a functional

context, one may simply check this solution again using the chain rule for functional

derivatives, and the field equations euolved kiwxrds in time as specified:

iltW [0. 7r:t] = &w[@(-t) ,~ (–t) :0]

-1 ( 6 d
— (f,z (?tqb(z, –t) -

Ch+(2!, –t)
+ ()/n (z!, –t) . )W-[o(-t) .T(–t) :()]

on-(z, –t)

——Hd.t (-7T (x, -t)) 84 ~::,_t) + ((’WZ’-V’:)@(x!-t)),j/_t)) w[~b(-~) .~(-():ol.’

——
/(

d.r (-7r (x,-t)) Ad~::,_/, + ((m’ - v:.) d (z. -t)) ,jn/ _/,)) 14’r[0.T:/]

(11!})



‘ill 1(1(1 IIiI.IIIIi III Wigl]rr l“llIICtiOllill for free fields ti;llc:-evolves ill(>llgcla.ssical field c.on-
li~llr;{(if}lls {\vlii,;/i [)mlxiga.te IIo[l{;{)va,ri:illf,ly accoccli[g 1,0 (11!,:1.15)). In complete
;l.iiiilo~~ M tlIc i[ltc~l:~~:tiol~ representation for single particle cluantum mechanics,
(:\.26). tlltI lJ(:it.llll>;\tiv(!sc’riesill theintera,ction l-li\lIliltOllial) (written asa *-function

of fi(,l(ls) is 1,11(111dcfiIIed i[l t,ernls of the Convcwtive free field variables @,fl propa-
~;l[,ill~ {,l:l,ssi(.;llll. Specifically,

i//# ll”~fi, 11;/] = Hf[@, H]* W[@, ii’: t] – W_[@, 11; t] * HI[@, II] . (4.20)
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